Press Release

Airbus Helicopters introduces all-new H145 Mercedes-Benz Style



Redesigned cabin interior with in-flight connectivity and increased comfort
Four orders have been placed with first deliveries starting in Q4 2015

Marignane, October 6, 2015 – Airbus Helicopters, the rotorcraft market leader in private and
business aviation, is now offering its exclusive Mercedes-Benz Style VIP version on the H145,
which offers higher performance, increased flight safety and improved exterior design over the
former EC145 for which this solution was initially developed.
Airbus Helicopters has received four orders for the H145 Mercedes-Benz Style so far. Deliveries
are to start before the end of the year.
Like its predecessor, the new H145 Mercedes-Benz Style is tailored for high-end private and
corporate operations. It offers a versatile and stylish cabin that has been upgraded to fulfil the
highest expectations in terms of refinement, comfort and quality.
“Inspired by the top-of-the-range vehicles of the brand with the star, the H145 Mercedes-Benz Style
offers a redesigned cabin interior that includes in-flight Wi-Fi connectivity, an improved infotainment
system and new seat design for increased ergonomic comfort” said Frederic Lemos, Airbus
Helicopters’ Head of Private & Business Aviation Europe. “Customers wishing to further
personalise their aircraft will be able to work directly with Airbus Helicopters and the creative design
teams at Mercedes-Benz Style to define their unique cabin environment”.
The aircraft is proposed in three different harmonies that customers can combine with a real
wooden floor or a choice of sophisticated carpets. The interior liners and the new light concept also
contribute to the elegant and welcoming interior atmosphere. Multi-purpose storage is made
possible by numerous attachment points on the floor and walls and a new and perfectly integrated
cabinet, offering increased storage volume.
With its unrivalled modular interior, the H145 Mercedes-Benz Style offers extreme cabin
arrangement flexibility for a broad range of travels: executive transportation, exploration tourism,
family voyages, as well as leisure and sport trips. All seats, galley and walls are mounted on rails
and can be easily reconfigured from four to eight passengers – or removed to transport more
luggage or large items. The aircraft is extremely compact making it also the ideal choice for super
yacht owners.
Offering the widest range of helicopters for private and business operations, Airbus Helicopters is
the market leader with more than 400 helicopters sold in the last five years in this segment.
About Airbus Helicopters (www.airbushelicopters.com)
Airbus Helicopters is a division of Airbus Group. The company provides the most efficient civil and
military helicopter solutions to its customers who serve, protect, save lives and safely carry
passengers in highly demanding environments. Flying more than 3 million flight hours per year, the
company’s in-service fleet includes some 12,000 helicopters operated by more than 3,000
customers in 152 countries. Airbus Helicopters employs more than 23,000 people worldwide and in
2014 generated revenues of 6.5 billion Euros. In line with the company’s new identity, fully
integrated into Airbus Group, Airbus Helicopters has renamed its product range replacing the
former “EC” designation with an “H”.
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About Mercedes-Benz Style
Since 2010, in addition to classic automobile design, Mercedes-Benz designers have also created
the designs for other products in cooperation with selected partners under the label MercedesBenz Style. The aim is to transfer Mercedes-Benz's unmistakable, progressive design idiom and
high standards of luxury and aesthetic appeal to other spheres of life. All Mercedes-Benz Style
products stand out through the dynamic and avant-garde design that is a hallmark of the brand,
uncompromising quality and the choice of fine materials finished to perfection. The portfolio of
Mercedes-Benz Style includes products from the areas of transport, lifestyle, sport and interior
design.
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